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Key: A

Tuning: Standard EADGBe

Chords used:
A -    x02220
Bm -   x24432
E/G# - 476xxx
A/C# - x476xx
E -    022100
C#m -  x46654
F#m -  244222
D -    xx0232

Verse 1:
A           C#m
   Let s see   believing
F#m          E/G#
   heart beat    you re breathing in
A         C#m
   a dream   is calling
F#m         E/G#              A C#m F#m
   our knees    are falling in
  E/G#                 A C#m F#m
oh    you re falling in
  E/G#(hold)
oh

Chorus 1:
A              D
Yeah i keep on running
    A              D         A/C#
and i will keep on holding on
Bm
  i got a lot to say
before you turn away
E
  what are you hiding from
                           A C#m F#m



when you got nowhere to run
E/G#
    when you got nowhere to run

Verse 2:
A            C#m
    it s time   for talking
F#m       E/G#
    inside    you re walking away
A            C#m
    from fear   my darling
A           E/G#
    i m here    for you
whatever it takes
A
    i got a lot to say
C#m
    before you turn away
F#m
    what are you hiding from
E/G#
    when you got nowhere to run

Chorus 2:
A              D
Yeah i keep on running
    A              D         A/C#
and i will keep on holding on
Bm
  i got a lot to say
before you turn away
E
  what are you hiding from
when you got nowhere to run

Verse 3:
A
    and then you got no friends
C#m
    i ll only lose not when
F#m
    i ll be along till the end
E/G#
    and i got nowhere to run
A
    i feel like my heart is torn
C#m
    because i was not born
F#m
    you re not alone my friend



E/G#
    when you got nowhere to run
(Repeat)

Chorus 3:
A              D
Yeah i keep on running
    A              D         A/C#
and i will keep on holding on
A              D
Yeah i keep on running
    A              D         A/C#
and i will keep on holding on
Bm
  i got a lot to say
before you turn away
E
  what are you hiding from
                           A C#m F#m
when you got nowhere to run
E/G#                           A C#m F#m E
    when you got nowhere to run
E/G#                           A C#m F#m E
    when you got nowhere to run
E/G#                           A(hold)
    when you got nowhere to run


